
HAZARD ALERT 
 

Reminder to all drivers to take extra care when unchaining log loads at log 
yards sawmills etc.  

There has been an incident where a log has slipped off a truck while the 

driver was walking away from it, after releasing the last chain of the bunk. 

In other circumstances this could have been a very serious incident indeed.  

 

 



As the driver has unchained, he has noticed the log was moving so has 

taken precautions to unchain it carefully. When he has completed 

unchaining and ‘flicked’ the chain at the rear of the truck while walking 

towards the trailer, the log has slid forward, falling out onto the ground. 

This has left the log leaning against the front bolster of the truck, missing 

the driver by approx. 1-1.5 meters. 

 

Lessons learned: - 

• Ensure the vehicle is properly loaded and that logs are making good 

contact with each other for cartage. If not, get the loader operator to 

move logs to make the load safe especially important during the 

greasy log season and when carting Prune or A grade.  

• Be aware of any people wandering around the truck while you are 

unchaining. Do not allow people to stand beside the load as you are 

unchaining. 

• Keep an eye on your load while unchaining, be prepared for this 

possibility. Look up! 

• Remember to ensure that logs are loaded a minimum of 150mm out 

each end of the bolsters when loading as per the legal length.  

• Watch for logs that have moved during cartage, they may be ready to 

move while unchaining. If you need to, get a loader to push logs into 

place before or during the unchaining process 

• Never take any task for granted, no matter how mundane or routine.  

 

 

 

GET HOME SAFE EVERY NIGHT 

 


